
Cartadis introduces its new range of
100% stainless steel car washes
Being a supplier of Total for over 15 years in the field of payment terminals for wash
gantries and high pressure stations, the CARTADIS Company has recast its range. Cartadis
is a company founded in 1974 based in the Paris region. Its staff of 40 allows the
development of its products from the design specification through modelling, creation of
printed circuits, programming of management software to the assembly, adjustment and
control in the workshop.
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Many European stations are equipped with CARTADIS terminals.

The new range of Carwash 100% stainless steel has been designed and developed in the design
department with 8 software engineers plus 5 workshop technicians and 5 support technicians.

Cartadis know-how on payment terminals for over 40 years has led to the development and
sustainability of technologies which have become essential in the field.

Cartadis products enable secured and controlled transactions to be performed. In addition to a low
cost range thanks to an optimal level of organisation, the products are rustic and are provided with a
reactive support.

The Carwash range is designed to avoid any risk of vandalism and enhance the appearance of the
waterproof terminals.

The lead product of the new range is the TL12 terminal. This payment terminal for car wash also
enables tokens and / or cards to be dispensed. This terminal is modular, payments may be by coin /
token, tickets, washing codes, credit cards or contactless cards.

Furthermore, the Cartadis TLC6 terminal allows the station manager to reload contactless cards and
create washing codes, either for the TL12 terminal, the DJ3 token dispenser or the TCM2-CSHP.

The TCM2-CSHP contactless card reader enables the former high pressure and vacuum terminals to
be modernized, so that contactless cards can be accepted.

Above high-performance equipment is distributed via a logistics tested for over 20 years in the
business of payment terminals in washing.

Contact information
CARTADIS
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94120 FONTENAY SOUS BOIS
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